New perspectives on the approach to chronic lymphocytic leukemia.
Investigation of the biological actions of loxoribine in chronic lymphocytic leukemia (CLL) was undertaken because of the pervasive immunostimulatory effects of the nucleoside on normal B cells. In vitro studies with cells from a spectrum of CLL patients demonstrate that loxoribine induces B-CLL cells to enter and traverse the cell cycle. This is reflected by marked increases in DNA synthesis, by standard morphological criteria, and by flow cytometric evaluation of cell cycle status and of cell surface activation markers. Cells from about 75% of patients studied evince this response. Analysis of a variety of biological parameters indicate that only the ratio of T cells (CD4+ or CD8+) to B-CLL cells correlates with induction and degree of proliferative response. Co-stimulation with loxoribine and IL-2 results in modest proliferative synergy, presumably due to upregulation of IL-2R alpha expression on B-CLL cells by loxoribine. Prolonged exposure of B-CLL cells to stimulatory concentrations of loxoribine frequently culminates in progression of the responsive cells to apoptosis. The capacity of loxoribine to transiently approximate the reversible transformation of a low grade B cell malignancy to one of a higher grade presents the opportunity for evaluation of cycle-active drugs under these conditions. Recent studies indicate that pre-treatment of B-CLL cells with loxoribine results in synergistic killing of leukemic cells with cycle-active drugs. The ability to induce B-CLL cells into cell cycle entry and/or into either activation-induced apoptosis or into phases of the cell cycle sensitive to cytotoxic therapy opens up new perspectives for the development of potentially curative strategies for this chronic leukemia.